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MIFAB, Inc. MPB-2014-US

T2000

Order Guide List Price, List Price,

Suffix Each, Add Per Foot, Add

T2000-PGC-4 (-4) Extra heavy duty ductile iron slotted grate (Standard - Load Class C) $74.00 $44.40

T2000-PGC-4-3 (-4-3) Extra heavy duty ductile iron slotted grate (Standard - Load Class C) with Type 304 Stainless Steel veneer. $400.00 $240.00

T2000-PGC-4-11 (-4-11) A.R.E. coated extra heavy duty ductile iron slotted grate - Load Class C $81.00 $48.60

T2000-PGC-4-13 (-4-13) Galvanized extra heavy duty ductile iron slotted grate - Load Class C $81.00 $48.60

T2000-PGF-4 (-F-4) Special duty ductile iron slotted grate (airport applications - Load Class F) $111.00 $66.60

Special duty ductile iron slotted grate (airport applications - Load Class F) with Type 304 Stainless Steel

veneer. (S.S. veneer over steel frame is included with S.S. veneer grates).

T2000-PGF-4-11 (-F4-11) A.R.E. coated special duty ductile iron slotted grate (airport applications) - Load Class F $165.00 $99.00

T2000-PGF-4-13 (-F4-13) Galvanized special duty ductile iron slotted grate (airport applications) - Load Class F $165.00 $99.00

T2000-PG-PVC (-PVC) Heavy duty PVC heel proof grate - Load Class A $111.00 $66.60

Order Guide List Price, List Price,

Suffix Each, Add Per Foot, Add
T2000-PGG (-PGG) Perforated, galvanized steel light duty grate, ADA compliant - Load Class A $49.00 $14.70

T2000-PGF (-PGF) Slotted, galvanized steel light duty grate - Load Class A $49.00 $14.70

T2000-PG-LGHP (-LGHP) Fabricated heel proof longitudinal slotted steel grate - Load Class B $430.00 $129.00

T2000-PG-RG (-RG) Reinforced, perforated, galvanized steel grate, ADA compliant - Load Class B $430.00 $129.00

T2000-PG-RGS (-RGS) Reinforced, slotted galvanized steel grate - Load Class B $430.00 $129.00

T2000-PG-FS (-FS) Fabricated stainless steel (Type 304) slotted grate - Load Class A $431.00 $129.30

T2000-PG-RFS (-RFS) Fabricated reinforced stainless steel (Type 304) slotted grate - Load Class B $1,070.00 $321.00

T2000-PG-PS (-PS) Fabricated stainless steel (Type 304) perforated grate, ADA compliant - Load Class A $431.00 $129.00

T2000-PG-RPS (-RPS) Fabricated reinforced stainless steel (Type 304) perforated grate - Load Class B $1,070.00 $321.00

T2000-PG-SBG (-SBG) Fabricated stainless steel (Type 304) bar grate - Load Class C $1,190.00 $357.00

T2000-PC (-PC) Fabricated 10 gauge steel solid cover, A.R.E. coated - Load Class B $155.00 $46.50

T2000-PCSS (-PCSS) Fabricated 10 gauge stainless steel solid cover - Load Class B $1,260.00 $378.00

List Price, Each (Body Only)

$472.00

List Price, List Price,

Each, Add Per Foot, Add

T2000-PF-4 Standard Replacement fabricated steel frame with anchor studs $91.00 $27.72

T2000-PF-11 (-11) Acid resistant epoxy (A.R.E.) coated fabricated steel frame with anchor studs $111.00 $33.81

T2000-PF-13 (-13) Galvanized fabricated steel frame with anchor studs $111.00 $33.81

T2000-PF-3 (-3) Stainless steel (Type 304) fabricated steel frame with anchor studs $607.00 $184.87

T2000-SW (-SW) PVC sidewall extension - 11" high (per pair) $176.00

Ductile Iron Grates (all 20" long. Two grates required per body section. 4 pieces of the H-1151 bolts are supplied with each grate to bolt grate to frame)

DescriptionPart #

Frames (All frames are made to the body length - 39.40" unless otherwise specified)

DescriptionPart # Order Guide Suffix

T2000-PGF-4-3 (-F-4-3) $500.00 $300.00

Fabricated Grates (All 40" long)

Part # Description

T2000 bodies have a a List Price of 

$472.00.

Each body is 39.40" long

List Price, Per Foot 

(Body Only)

$143.76
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Part # Order Guide Suffix Description
Includes the T2000-PEC-30 end cap, two pieces of body clips (T2000-CLIP)

and one finish cap (T2000-PEFC)

T2000-PEC-30 (-) Closed end cap

Includes the T2000-PE04-30 & outlet, two pieces of body clips (T2000-CLIP)

and one finish cap (T2000-PEFC)

T2000-PEO4-30 (-) 4" no hub end outlet (bodies and catch basins)

Includes the T2000-PE06-30 & outlet, two pieces of body clips (T2000-CLIP)

and one finish cap (T2000-PEFC)

T2000-PEO6-30 (-) 6" no hub end outlet (bodies and catch basins)

Includes the T2000-PE08-30 & outlet, two pieces of body clips (T2000-CLIP) &

one finish cap (T2000-PEFC) (the T2000-PE08 is fabricated out of steel)

T2000-PEO8-30 (-) 8" no hub end outlet (bodies and catch basins) (fabricated out of steel)

T2000-PBO4 (-PB4) 4" no hub bottom outlet

T2000-PBO6 (-PB6) 6" no hub bottom outlet

T2000-PBO8 (-PB8) 8" no hub bottom outlet

T2000-PBDS (-PBDS) Bottom dome strainer

T2000-CLIP Standard Body Connecting clips (two included per body as standard)

H-1151 Standard 4 pieces of bolts to connect each grate to the angle iron frame

T2000-PGLVP (-PGLVP) Vandal-Proof lockdown hardware

Part # Order Guide Suffix Description
T2000-CUT (-CUT) Cutting / per cut - Net Price only

Polypropylene tee (available in T2001N-TEE, T2004N-TEE, T2008N-TEE and

T2012N-TEE models)

45° (-45) 45s (available in T2001N-45, T2004N-45, T2008N-45 and T2012N-45 models)

90° (-90) 90s (available in T2001N-90, T2004N-90, T2008N-90 and T2012N-90 models)

T2000 (-SOF) Side Outlet Fabrication

T2000-CF (-CF) Cross Fabrication

End caps / Outlets / Accessories

List Price, Each, Add

(-PEC)T2000-PEC

T2000-PEO4 (-PE4)

$50.00

T2000-PEO6 (-PE6)

$50.00

$50.00

$50.00

$50.00

$50.00

T2000-PEO8 (-PE8) $50.00

$50.00

$50.00

Fabrications

List Price, Each, Add
$122.00 Net Price Only

$50.00

$50.00

$67.00

N/C

N/C

$5.50

$950.00

$475.00

$475.00

Tees (-Tee)

$475.00


